Pride in Sheffield
Meeting Minutes
17.10.18
AG Schedule delivered and voting procedure outlined. Sponsorship voted for first followed
by Floating Committee.
MM - Placed statements by nominees on the OHC so voters could view in order to make
informed decision.
RSB- Written copies of speeches able to view.
AG - Clarification for voting for floating given
AC - Statement in support of application for Sponsorship officer position delivered. Outlined
pride in the city and wish to make the city the home of pride in the UK.
DK- Statement in support of sponsorship officer made. Outlined wirk with residence
associations and the need for over 50s and need for autism support within Pride. Need
for arts within Pride.
DB- Statement in support of sponsorship delivered. Outlined inter personal skills and
eagerness to work with groups and componies.
Votes cast for Sponsorships.
Statements for candidates unable to attend were read by the char AG.
CW- Floating committee statement focusing on volunteering, knowledge base and focus on
law.
Robert Richardson- Founder member of LGBT Lincoln, work for Coop.
JE - Wide knowledge of Licensig laws, lots f event experience, contacts with disability
charities,
DR- Focussed on work with University LGBT groups in Sheffield and DeMontford.
RF- Read by Ali, Focussed on pride as a protest

OB- Hallam SU Trans Rep, more community focus, free, accessible and welcome to
all.
SK- Promote neurodivergent and autistic people, need for art. Starting fundraising. Hit the
ground running. Eager to help. Engage wider venues. Make it wider. Over 50s.
DB
Mission statementsMM- In law working with under 16s
RSB- Taken consideration with VAS
SN- It may cause an issue with certain types of volunteer work.
Updates
SN - Natwest not able to set us up for a bank account, New account with Yorkshire bank.
Paypal set up, Liability insurance set up. Accesibility fund to be established.
NC - Pages for the website reAady to go. Partnership, volunteering and donations ready to
go. Logo competition press release to be made live.
SN- Prides in September, Dates picked in order to not clash with other prides in the UK.
RR- 27th is a good date but it is a good time for other events as well.
DK- football fixtures as well as students to be taken in to account, cannot arange it for
September
CW- 27th only city is Oldham that it clashes with.
NC- Contacted UKPON as well as Liverpool to link up
CW Look into visual art or vigil the day after the event.
DK- Chill out or tea dance the day after.

RSB - Discussion about location
AG, LocationSN- Not set on anywhere, Pitching so not set on any location. Making sure we have all the
facilities.
TDK, Ponderosa- Possibility seperate stages in different locations. Doncaster small and
larger stages.
NC- no bad ideas- no bad ideas, dont throw the baby out with the bathwater. Complex
decision.
RR. Parks route, city centre route.
A- Huge park, scattered and empty, smaller area added to the area.
SN- Weird little car park, small location but shows what you can do.
Attended sheff pride 2012, Dev green potentially too small.
A- Looking to support us
RR- Utilise another site for an event in the evening.
DK- city centre use

